
8th-Grade Summer Reading 2022

Rising 8th-grade students will be required to read two novels over the summer.
Required:
●  The Outsiders by S.E. Hinton

Choose one of the following:
● Gifted Hands by Ben Carson
● Shaken by Tim Tebow
● Ground Zero by Alan Gratz
● A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen
● Wolf Hollow by Lauren Wolk

While students are reading their novels, they will be required to annotate (highlight) and write notes (in the margins) 
of their books. Students should annotate details in each chapter that relate to setting, characters, plot development, 
and theme. The  annotations will help them with comprehension and complete related projects to these books. 

The required novel, The Outsiders, should be read first and students will complete ALL of the following writing 
prompts in paragraph form.

Writing Prompts:
1. How does Ponyboy change throughout the book? 
2. How does the lack of true “adults” in the storyline affect this novel? How would the story have been different 

if adults had taken an active role in the novel? What situations might have been the most drastically changed 
as the story progressed? How would the situation have changed? 

3. What is the moral message or theme that the author wants the reader to learn? What passages support these 
claims?

Each paragraph should be fully developed and include the following: a topic sentence, an answer to the question, 1-2 
pieces of evidence from the book (including a page number), an explanation on how the evidence supports the 
answer, and a concluding sentence.

The second novel  should be read toward the end of the summer. After they have read this novel, they should complete 
the Summer Reading Pendant Project (see attached).

On the first Friday after we return from school, students will turn in:
● Both annotated books
● 3 paragraphs for The Outsiders
● Summer Reading Pendant Project for their choice novel

The summer reading assignments will be the student’s first assessment  grade for the 1st quarter.



Pennant Novel or Story Project

__________ Completed according to written instructions on the pennant of choice.

__________ Attractive color scheme with virtually no white space.

__________ Legible dark and bold text. Final text should not be written in pencil.

__________ Appropriate images. Images may be concrete, abstract, sketched, printed or cut out.

__________ Securely glued reinforced backing such as construction paper, cardstock, or poster board.

__________ Pennant and backing are cut out and trimmed neatly.

__________ Error free in grammar, mechanics, and/or spelling.

__________ Name, date, and class period on the back of the pennant.

__________ Include the title of the novel or story, author, and genre on the back of the pennant.

__________ Attention to detail, high quality of work, including no fold, creases and crumples.

__________Quality of work reflects knowledge and understanding of the novel or story.

Conflict Pennant 
Includes:
- Describing two major conflicts in the
story.
- Identifying each conflict as either
internal or external.
- Images and graphics to represent each
conflict.



Conflict


